SF Bay Area’s Biggest Rock Radio Station, 107.7 The Bone Crowns
Vittorio and Vincenzo the Greatest 12 Year Old Rockers in the World
after V2 Blows Audience Away with Epic, 23 Song Concert!
Celebrity Radio Hosts, Paul Tonelli and Chasta from the Lamont & Tonelli Show
interrupt Vittorio and Vincenzo’s final bows to present them with a special rock guitar
signed by all the 107.7 The Bone on-air celebrity hosts.
Santa Rosa, CA: 12 year old
local kids Vittorio and Vincenzo
of V2 (pronounced V Squared)
left no doubt in the minds of the
sold out crowd of rock fans and
rock radio celebrities at Rock
Star University’s HOUSE OF

Midway through the concert,
Vittorio surprised and delighted
the packed house by jumping
off the stage and walking among
the audience as he demonstrated
his blues guitar prowess with
an original song he wrote after

#3 on Billboard’s Hot Singles
Sales Chart, and received over
one million views on Youtube,
but their final bows were interrupted by celebrity radio hosts
Paul Tonelli and Chasta from
the San Francisco Bay Area’s

all 107.7 The Bone on-air celebrity hosts and crowned the boys
as the Greatest 12 Year Old
Rockers in the World! After
thanking Paul Tonelli and Chasta, Vincenzo jumped back on his
drums and yelled out to Vittorio,

With all their success and
fame, Vittorio and Vincenzo
remain humble and thankful,
spending the rest of the night
signing autographs and posing for pictures with their fans,
young and old alike. When
asked what is next on their performance schedule, Vittorio
stated, “We would like to raise
money for local school music
and sports programs by holding
a series of benefit concerts in the
spring at Rock Star University’s
HOUSE OF ROCK.” Vincenzo
added, “Yeah, we raised $3,000
to replace the baseball jerseys
for Middleton High School

Local twins Vittorio and Vincenzo of V2 crowned the “The
Greatest 12 Year Old Rockers in the World” WOW the
crowd with an epic 23 song set at the HOUSE OF ROCK
with bass player Cameron “Frankenstein” Peterson!
ROCK that they are the greatest Buddy Guy brought him on
rock musicians of their age in the stage to play at the Wells
world today. Known as “The Fargo Center when Vittorio
Little Rockers with the BIG was only 9 years old. The
Sound!”, Vittorio and Vincenzo song, The First Time I Ever
wowed the crowd with a flawless, Tried (I Played the Blues
high energy 23 song set com- with Buddy Guy) floored
posed of 15 of their own award- the audience and was talked
“Let’s rock that Bone guitar!” that were burned in the Valley
winning original songs, plus note about after the show as one
Vittorio then asked the crowd Fire, and we would like to raise
for note covers of Led Zeppe- of the many unbelievable
if they wanted to hear another even more money for local high
lin’s Rock N Roll,
song and the response school and middle school muBlack Sabbath’s
from the packed room sic and sports programs.” LoWar Pigs, Lynyrd
was
enthusiastically cal school officials interested in
Skynyrd’s Gimme 3
“YES!” V Squared then V Squared performing to raise
Steps, Grand Funk
launched into KISS’ money for music and sports
Railroad’s American
rock anthem, I Want to programs should contact AnthoBand, KISS’ Rock N
Rock N Roll All Night ny@RockStarUniversity.com
Roll All Night, and
and Party Every Day to schedule a benefit concert at
AC/DC’s High Voltas the audience was on Rock Star University’s HOUSE
age, Back in Black,
their feet joining in on OF ROCK for their respective
and It’s a Long Way
the chorus.
schools.
to the Top, complete
with bagpipes!
Performing a
Fan Appreciation
Concert to celebrate
being named Digit a l R a d i o Tr a c k e r.
com’s Breakout
Rock Artist of the
Year, Vittorio and
Vittorio and Vincenzo performed like seasoned pros to
Vincenzo opened
the delight of the packed house!
the show to the delight of their fans
with Vincenzo rising
largest rock station, 107.7
out of the stage on
The Bone’s Lamont and
his drum set playTonelli Show. Paul Tonelli
ing the drum intro to
and Chasta presented VitLed Zeppelin’s Rock
torio and Vincenzo with
N Roll as Vittorio
a special hollow body,
playing lead guitar
electric guitar signed by
ran on stage pounding out the chords.
Backed up by Cameron “Frankenstein”
Peterson on a custom, axe bass guitar, Vincenzo nailed
Robert Plant’s vocal
inflections and everyone in the audience knew they were
once again, witnessing Rock N Roll
history being made
right here, right now
in Santa Rosa.
Vittorio and Vincenzo moved highlights of the night.
through their 23 song set like
Another fan favorite was Vitseasoned pros, playing their torio and Vincenzo’s cover of
original music that has reached AC/DC’s Long Way to the Top,
#1 on Internet rock radio charts, complete with bagpipes played
interspersed with cover songs by champion piper Fred Payne.
from some of the most iconic
The boys thought they had
rock bands in the world. Many ended the epic rock concert with
in the audience remarked that their original rock anthem, Long
their cover of Black Sabbath’s Live Rock N Roll, a song that
After rocking the sold out HOUSE OF ROCK crowd with an unforgettable 23 song set,
War Pigs, sung by Vittorio, was swept the LA Music Awards,
Vittorio and Vincenzo take their final bows with the 107.7 The Bone guitar, awarded to them
the best they had ever heard.
reached #1 Internet Rock Radio,
by celebrity on-air hosts Paul Tonelli and Chasta.
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Join the Free V2 Fan Club at www.VSquared.rocks for Invitations to V2 Private Rehearsals and
Fan Appreciation Events. Download Vittorio and Vincenzo’s Award Winning Album at http://itunes.vsquared.rocks

